June 27, 2012

ASSOCIATE VICE CHANCELLOR FOR RESEARCH

RE: Delegation of Authority - Execution of Documents for Administration of University Patent and Other Intellectual Property Matters

As Vice Chancellor for Research the authority for execution of documents for administration of University patent and other intellectual property matters was granted to me by the Chancellor effective June 27, 2012. Under that delegation, I may reassign the responsibility for execution of documents related to intellectual property matters.

Effective immediately as Vice Chancellor for Research and pursuant to the authority delegated to me, I delegate the following authority to you:

- DA 2201, Execution of Documents for Administration of University Patent and Other Intellectual Property Matters (DA 2201 superseded DA 1091 on May 9, 2008)
- Examples of documents include but are not limited to: Material Transfer Agreements, Non-Disclosure Agreements, Inter-Institutional Agreements, and Memoranda of Understanding as they pertain to intellectual property matters

This delegation to you only includes the authority to execute documents necessary for the conduct of patenting and other intellectual property matters. This delegation does not include the authority for administration of intellectual property matters as that authority remains with the Chancellor.

This authority to execute documents may be re-delegated by you to appropriate individuals that are responsible for compliance with important intellectual property procedures. Any re-delegation must be in writing with copies to me and the list below, and shall be no less restrictive than this delegation.

Sincerely,

Samuel Traina
Vice Chancellor for Research

cc: Director of Controls and Accountability, Sheryl Ireland
    Chancellor, Dorothy Leland
    Associate Vice Chancellor for Research, Rich Miller
    Intellectual Property & Prosecution Manager, David Cepoi